Definitions of cargo tanks, used in the table (for tankers with two longitudinal bulkheads) 2 Double side tankers are known as tankers with double hull arranged, and which were constructed before amendments to MARPOL convention on double hull design requirements entered into force. As a rule, the constructive design of double side tankers provides with better level of protection against pollution in case of collision or grounding than single hull, and worse level of protection than double hull.
Aft side
Aft side
Aft internal Front internal

Front side
Front side Revision of initial information Revision of initial information * Information about the type of casualty (collision or grounding), quantity of cargo oil loaded in the tanker, other additional information related to peculiarities of the incident. ** Main particulars of tanker design (length between perpendiculars, deadweight, moulded breadth, draught, moulded depth, number of cargo tanks and cargo tank arrangement scheme, distances between double hull and double bottom). *** Additional data defining tanker design (distances, defining exact position and shape of each cargo tank, see Fig 1) . This data is necessary for direct application of probabilistic and simplified probabilistic methodology and not necessary for use of modified methodology. However, when applying latter, this data may be entered to PC when the initial dataset, necessary for evaluation of oil outflow, is already composed. This will ensure better reliability of final result, calculated by means of modified methodology.
Initial information about the incident * Additional data, correcting final result (quantity of oil passed to the sea) Data necessary for estimation of oil outflow 
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